The Embassy of Peru presents its compliments to the Honourable Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Slovenia and has the honour to inform that the International Scientific Technological Council, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Peru, CONCYTEC, the Ricardo Palma University and the National Engineering University (UNI) are organizing the 2022 Summer Edition of the International Scientific Meeting (ECI2022v), which will be held from July 30th to August 1st 2022 in virtual format.

The Embassy of Peru would also like to highlight that the International Scientific Meeting, created in 1993, serves as a platform to bring together Peruvian and foreign scientists with the aim of learning about the research developments of Peruvian scientists residing abroad; promoting science, technology and innovation policies as well as to encourage international collaboration around scientific and technological projects of national interest.

In this sense, the ECI2022v is inviting foreign researchers interested in sending research papers in order to be exposed during this event, to complete the registration form through the following link, until June 15th:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1WYzlbe8O19Xp6ZYrZMihp4ibTO5QbJTUUopjshyFI/viewform?edit_requested=true

This Embassy would appreciate that Honourable Ministry to deliver this information to its intended recipient.

The Embassy of Peru avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Honourable Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Slovenia the assurances of its highest consideration.

Vienna, June 9th, 2022

To the Honourable
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Slovenia
Ljubljana.-